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The Wrinkle Treat meets Building Faces in COSMETIC SURGERY WITHOUT THE
Procedure, a practical guide that uses proven make-up ways to easily
correct the issues you'll otherwise need surgery to overcome-without the
knife
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Why go under the knife or get shots when you're able to wear makeup?
Most of the time I don't trust makeup books because the probability that
Photo-shop had occurred and special lightening.Not. In all honesty,
makeup looks as good as the structure where it's placed.This book gives
excellent advice on how to use makeup to cover up facial flaws and
maximize your appearance. This publication gives a very in depth on for
you to make use of a moisturizer, find the appropriate color in your
concealer, what exactly are great inexpensive brands, home cures, and
description on various kinds of makeup (foundations, powders, lip balms,
lipstick, lip gloss, mascara, concealers, highlighters, and blush). How-
to instructions are obvious and understandable, and the before and after
photos delight and inspire.I really liked this book. However, for every
technique presented, I could not make the dark hollows under my sleepy
eye disappear.! After all, that's what the whole book is focused on.
Powdered face constitute smells fishy. I was a little bit surprised that
it had been sent to me in that condition. I Like It, however the (the
Realness of the) Photos are Questionable This makeup book supply the
power of illusion, but I rather see these makeup techniques in person
without any possible of Photo shop or special lightening that enhances
the looks of the make-up technique. I didn't like the way the dark lip
lined look on the ladies at all in this publication. Not so well done I
REALLY LIKE this book I Love this publication . I asked the chance of
photo shop. Anyone considering cosmetic surgery should go through this
book first. The models are true-to-life, not paid for from an company.
The women in the book epidermis looked much too perfect. Add
Measurements to Your Face*Softening the Reds Due to Blotches, Pimples,
or Rashes*Freckles Begone*When Freckles Are Reddish*The Subtle Arch*To
Pluck Above the Brows or Not? Women who experienced Arcus Deformity
(puffy under eye) and the women who experienced tear Trough Deformity
(sunken in under eye bags with a lack of fat underneath);Makeups Methods
are believable to me personally*Define Your Cheekbones*Create Contour &
I've Tear Trough Deformity; no amount of makeup could hide my creases. I
noticed women who covered their Arcus Deformity with make-up but I still
noticed the puffiness despite their attempts to cover it up. This is one
of the reasons; I want an authentic lightening and find visuals or
photos are practical representations of the makeup appearance. I don't
trust how the YouTube`s makeup gurus because they use special lightening
to create their marks or under eye bags less noticeable. hand bags are
totally gone without the puffiness or the crease within the attention in
this publication. Their faces looked organic and I under no
circumstances met a female who makeup looks totally natural even it's
the "No makeup look".*Get Gone Dark Circles and Lift the Eyes*Larger,
More Defined Eye*A More Defined Eyelid Crease*Accentuate the Eyes to
Downplay Various other Features*Remove Dark Circles Over & This book is
great for begginers and i guess also for experienced people. Laugh
Lines*Quick Face-Lift*Make Older Eye Look Young Again*Luscious-but



Smaller-Lips*A Plumper Top Lip*Reshaping the LipsMakeup Techniques that
I Did Not Notice a notable difference (in this
publication)*Straightening the Nose*A Thinner, Smaller Nose (her nose
looked the same as well in the before picture)I've no issue with this
reserve at all and I think the advice was useful, but I wanted a little
more realistic makeup representation. This woman is a genious Eve Pearl
does AMAZING things with people's flaws. Despite the fact that she uses
virtually the same for everybody, she does an amazing work with flaws.
The cover experienced what were coffee and food spots onto it. Unlike
other makeup books, Eve Pearl works together with real people, not
professional versions or hollywood close friends: it's real people like
you and me who don't possess flawless skin or perfect eyes or noses. I
am a subscriber of Eve Pearl's youtube channel and you can see her in
action, everything on this book involves life as she will it... It
offers great tips on dealing with all sorts of skin problems like droopy
eyes and deep set lines and wrinkles . Very good and educational book on
makeup along with tips for young and older skin. Love the informative
book! I am 43 and I have found many useful tips for minimizing flaws
along with enhancing my best features. Very great delivery. Below the
Eye*Breast Enlargement*Emphasize Cleavage*Cover Up Tattoos, Bruises, or
Hickeys*Cover Up 2 (which can be covering a medium sized tattoo)*Good-
Bye Age and Sun SpotsMakeup Techniques that is questionable to me*Hide
That Double Chin*Deemphasize Hollow Eyes*Bye-Bye Crow's Foot & Eve's
eyeliner is the best one out there Five Stars book while described, fast
shipping, zero problems Two Stars So, so. It really is true that you
will not achieve with normal quantity of constitute the outcomes that
you see in the photos and trying to get the flawless faces that shows
the publication would look as well unreal personally, but probably it
could work for a photo session.I like the actual fact that anyone can
follow all of the advices in the reserve without spending too much
money, also the chapter of the tools (brushes,etc) was great, i learned
a whole lot.The book includes a good presentation and nice paper, but i
expected a bigger size, fortunately the content was worthy. I must say
that this book gives you the general techniques and tools needed to get
the result you want, the others is practice.I don't regret that i
purchased this book, it's a good beggining. a must have make up book I
wasnt really looking to have such an important and sensitive info from
the writer, by reading it you may state she really cares for you to
appearance great without spending a lot :) best make up and beauty tips
reserve I have read untill nowRealmente no esperaba tener informacion
tan importante y sensible del autor, leyendo este libro puedes darte
cuenta que a la autora realmente le importa que nos veamos geniales sin
gastar una fortuna :) El mejor libro que he leido hasta ahora de
maquillaje y consejos de belleza. Truly excellent! I did enjoy the
publication but not the problem it arrived in I did enjoy the book but
not the condition it arrived in. Truly excellent Essential Eve's



eyeliner is the best one out Same reverse contour routine you can get in
drug stores. I wiped it clean with an alcohol wipe and it was
great.They've exaggerated with the title, but even so i think you can
obtain incredible outcomes in your makeup after having this book. Don't
sale me a fantasy, but sale what's realistic and what I will expect on
my make-up and its own appearance. so go ahead and buy it, become
familiar with a thing or two in how exactly to look nearer to
perfection. This is normally a must if you want to learn how to do
anyones make up Very pleased Great publication in very good condition.
It met my targets! I am happy!
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